
PHYS 532 Spring 2014 2nd Homework Assingment. Due Wed Mar 5 at the
lecture.

In this set of exercises you will be studying the Lorentz Group and its alge-
bra. You will see that this necessitates a working knowledge of the angular
momentum algebra (su(2) algebra in particular). As usual we have ~ = 1 and
c = 1. Also the metric gµν is diag(1,−1,−1,−1) and the summation convention
is used.

1- In the 4-vector representation the Lorentz group acts on four vectors via
the known Lorentz transformations. Let us define the Boost transformation
along the z axis as follows

t′
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y′

z′

 =


c 0 0 −s
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−s 0 0 c




t
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y
z


where c ≡ cosh(η) and s ≡ sinh(η) whereas η is the rapidity variable in terms
of which the relative speed is β = tanh(η). Call the matrix above Bz(η).

Again in the 4-vector representation rotations have to be included in the
full set of transformations because they too leave the invariant (t2 − x2 − y2 −
z2)interval unchanged. A right handed rotation about the z-axis can be given
as follows 

t′

x′
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z′

 =


1 0 0 0
0 c −s 0
0 s c 0
0 0 0 1




t
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y
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where this time c ≡ cos(θ) and s ≡ sin(θ) whereas Call the matrix above Rz(θ).

Now let us define the following matrices

Kz ≡
1

i

dBz(η)

dη
|η=0

Jz ≡
1

i

dRz(θ)
dθ

|θ=0

Using this procedure find all the generators Ki and Ji for all the remaining
transformations. Be careful about the fact that your rotations have to be right
handed about each axis. Once you are done with these identifications calculate
all possible commutators. That is compute

[Ji, Jj ] = ?

[Ji,Kj ] = ?

[Ki,Kj ] = ?

Note that Ji are hermitean whereas Ki are not hermitean, why is that?
2- In this instance we will re-drive the structure above via another path so

that we can appreciate the fact that the structure of the commutation relations
above is more fundamental. Define ∂µ via
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∂0 ≡ ∂/∂t

∂1 ≡ ∂/∂x

∂2 ≡ ∂/∂y

∂3 ≡ ∂/∂z

and also remember that x0 = t,x1 = x,x2 = y and x3 = z (since this is defined
as a four-vector, like the four-momentum)

Now define the following object

Jµν ≡ i(xµ∂ν − xν∂µ)

Now as a starter focus on J03. Hit this operator on t,x,y and z and show
what the results are. Now construct the object exp(iηJ03) and hit it on t,x,y
and z. What is the end result? Repeat this procedure for J12 and interpret the
end result.

By finding the appropriate labellings between Jµν and, Ki and Ji, show that
you get the same algebra structure as the first problem. Note however that this
time both Ji and Ki are hermitean, why is that? Does the fact that Jµν covers
6 operators ring a bell? Interpret this.

2.5- Show that Pµ → i∂µ covers the usual quantization conditions you are
familiar with from undergraduate courses.

3- So the algebra structure is really fundamental. Now define the following

Aa ≡ Ja + iKa

2

Ba ≡ Jb + iKb

2

Show using the algebra of K’s and J ’s that we have

[Aa, Ab] = iεabcAc

[Ba, Bb] = iεabcBc

[Aa, Bb] = 0

It seems that these generators are form two copies of the algebra of angular
momentum. Show that A2 and B2 commute with all the other generators and
hence can be used to label finite dimensional representations. Remember that
the structure is exactly the same as the angular momentum. So we must have
A2 = α(α + 1) and B2 = β(β + 1) where both α and β take values from
{0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, · · · }. Thus all finite dimensional representations of the Lorentz
algebra can be labelled as (α, β). The dimensionality of (α, β) is of course
(2α+ 1)(2β + 1) simply using angular momentum algebra knowledge.

3.5 Now show that

4A2 = J2 −K2 + i( ~J · ~K + ~K · ~J)

4B2 = J2 −K2 − i( ~J · ~K + ~K · ~J)
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Show in this instance that ~J · ~K = ~K · ~J . Now argue that the following also
commute with all the generators

J2 −K2

~J · ~K

Does this form ring a bell from electromagnetism? Now find the values of
these objects in terms of α and β. When does ~J · ~K vanish? When does J2−K2

vanish?
What are the α and β values of the representation you used in the first

exercise. Use the matrices you found there to calculate ~J · ~K, is this result
consistent? Also for this

4- So the study of the mathematics of angular momentum algebra is essen-
tial. This algebra is the same for two groups: SO(3) the group of 3x3 matrices
which have unit determinant and are orthogonal matrices that generate rota-
tions of three vectors and SU(2) the group of 2x2 complex matrices which have
unit determinant and unitary.

First let us focus on the SU(2) interpretation. Let us consider the Pauli
sigma matrices. They are hermitean and they are traceless. Consider a matrix
of the form exp(i~σ · ~θ/2), where ~θ simply represents three real parameters, and
show that it is unitary and has unit determinant.

Now take another path form the following matrix(
a b
c d

)
where a, b, c and d are all complex. Show that unitarity condition and the unit
determinant condition leaves three free real parameters to define it.

Thus the form exp(i~σ ·~θ/2) is enough to describe the group SU(2) as defined
above. By taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters and evaluating
them to zero you can define generators just like before and the generators are
Ji = σi/2. Which obey the angular momentum commutation relations.

But this structure is the same as the generators of rotations in three dimeni-
sional space which is the SO(3) group. So we see an example of two groups
having the same algebra structure -structure near zero parameters which means
the structure near the identity element-. But the immediate question is the
following does the groups have the same structure if the algebras have the same
structure. The answer to this depends on the global topology of the group,
which we will not go much into it. But we shall consider the following simple
exercise to see what is going on.

4-1- Consider the object ~x ·~σ where ~σ represent the Pauli matrices and ~x are
three real parameters. This matrix is definitely hermitean and traceless. Argue
that any 2x2 traceless hermitean matrix can be written in this form.

Consider the matrix U ≡ exp(iθσz/2) and contemplate the following

U~x · ~σU†

This is another hermitean and traceless matrix and can thus be written as
~x′ · ~σ. So we have the triviality
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U~x · ~σU† = ~x′ · ~σ

Find ~x′ in terms of ~x. Present it as a matrix transformation via a 3x3 matrix
O. What are the properties of O and what it does? In particular argue that
matrices of this type form a group with the definitions we have made in the first
lecture.

So we have found a map from the group SU(2) to the group SO(3). But this
map is not one-to-one it is two-to-one since U and −U are mapped to the same
matrix O. We say that even though they have the same algebra the groups are
different and SU(2) is larger than SO(3). The jargon for this particular form of
containing is called covering group. The reason is the following the 2x2 identity
element I of SU(2) and −I commute with all the other elements of SU(2). These
two matrices form a finite group: a group with just two elements called C2 (C
for cyclic). In loose terms we can say that SO(3) is obtained by dividing SU(2)
to that subgroup of SU(2).

4-2 Now go back to our starting relation -summation convention and eu-
clidean signature is used-

UxaσaU
† = x′bσb

we have motiveated the fact that x′b = Obcxc where O is an orthogonal matrix.
Show that one has

OabUσbU
† = σa

or better for a purpose

UσaU
† = Obaσb

Now surely the matrices U and σ are acting on a two dimensional complex
vector space with elements as follows

η =

(
a
b

)
where a and b are complex. Let us abstractly call is |η〉 and consider the following
object

βi ≡ 〈η|σi|η〉

It is obvious that βi are real parameters. What happens if we would like
to see these Pauli matrices from another basis |η′〉 = U†|η〉? Well we need the
objects

β′
i = 〈η′|σi|η′〉 = 〈η|UσiU†|η〉

And as we have showed β′
i is related to βi via an orthogonal transformation

which is a rotation. So it is not really ~σ which is a true vector it is 〈η|~σ|η〉. Well
this being said these notations are eventually harmless and ~σ is widely used
provided we have these issues in mind.

Thus you can now appreciate the relation satisfied by the Dirac matrices we
have introduced in lecture.
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4-2.5 Not much related to the above. In some books the angular momentum
algebra is summarized as the sexy looking ~J × ~J = i ~J . Argue that this notation
is also very misleading, if not pure non-sense. Where can the confusion be
according to you?

5- Devise a problem from the concepts used in this assignment set. Do
not copy and be creative. There is no limit for complication.
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